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ABSTRACT

Large language models (LLMs) have caught the imagination of researchers,developers and public
in general the world over with their potential for transformation. Vast amounts of research and
development resources are being provided to implement these models in all facets of life. Trained
using billions of parameters, various measures of their accuracy and performance have been proposed
and used in recent times. While many of the automated natural language assessment parameters
measure LLM output performance for use of language, contextual outputs are still hard to measure and
quantify. Hence, human evaluation is still an important measure of LLM performance,even though it
has been applied variably and inconsistently due to lack of guidance and resource limitations.
To provide a structured way to perform comprehensive human evaluation of LLM output, we propose
the first guidance and tool called HumanELY. Our approach and tool built using prior knowledge
helps perform evaluation of LLM outputs in a comprehensive, consistent, measurable and comparable
manner. HumanELY comprises of five key evaluation metrics: relevance, coverage, coherence, harm
and comparison. Additional submetrics within these five key metrics provide for Likert scale based
human evaluation of LLM outputs. Our related webtool uses this HumanELY guidance to enable
LLM evaluation and provide data for comparison against different users performing human evaluation.
While all metrics may not be relevant and pertinent to all outputs, it is important to assess and address
their use.
Lastly, we demonstrate comparison of metrics used in HumanELY against some of the recent
publications in the healthcare domain. We focused on the healthcare domain due to the need to
demonstrate highest levels of accuracy and lowest levels of harm in a comprehensive manner. We
anticipate our guidance and tool to be used for any domain where LLMs find an use case.
Link to the HumanELY Tool: https://www.brainxai.com/humanely

Keywords Large Language Models, Model Evaluation, Human Evaluation

1 Introduction

With the release of ChatGPT in November 2022, the number of similar foundation models and large language models
have increased exponentially. Foundation models (FM) are large-scale neural networks trained on broad data (Koubaa
et al. [2023]). They may handle multiple types of data (text, image, audio), making them a superset of Large Language
Models (LLMs) (Bommasani et al. [2021]). These models which are also accelerating research and implementation
at exponential pace are complex with varying levels of output. Although commonly expected to perform better as
the number of parameters increase, we are also seeing varying levels of performance as demonstrated on various
leaderboards (Ope). The performance of these models varies not only based on the training data, but also on their
architecture and specific task. Many use cases and pilots to evaluate performance of these models are being undertaken
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by researchers from across the world. Numerous evaluation metrics have been used for these models, which regularly
leads to new winners being declared (Ope).

Evaluation of LLMs is a challenging task with many proposed technical metrics and human evaluation methods
(Kamalloo et al. [2023]) 1. As these models continue to evolve, their accurate evaluation is challenging. Most of the
models have been assessed using technical methods, not universally designed to evaluate their performance, or do a
narrowly performance assessment on a few tasks or domains. There is also growing evidence that many models struggle
with robustness and potential for significant harm due to hallucatinations(Guo et al. [2023], Rawte et al. [2023]) 2.

In a recent comprehensive survey of LLMs categorized in three major groups, knowledge and capability evalua-
tion,alignment evaluation and safety evaluation, the researchers assessed various aspects of model performance and
their applications in certain key areas such as healthcare,finance,legal ,etc (Guo et al. [2023]). The authors emphasize
that as these LLMs rapidly advance in their capabilities, existing methods for evaluation are still lacking in their holistic
assessments. They propose future directions for improvement in model development and evaluation to align with human
values of helpfulness,harmlessness and honesty.

While challenging to perform,the current gold standard for evaluation of these models beyond a few technical metrics, is
still human evaluation. Human evaluation provides for a comprehensive contextual benchmark beyond the task, domain
and semantic capabilities oriented current technical approaches. Human evaluation also aligns with the human values
that many of these LLMs have been designed to replicate in their performance. But unlike technical metrics which
have a standard design, human evaluations have been designed and performed with significant variations. Multiple
human evaluation methods have been proposed and used to assess NLP models, but there is no systematic method
specifically for evaluating LLMs (van der Lee et al. [2021], Shimorina and Belz [2021], Fuentes et al. [2022], Bojic
et al. [2023]). Additionally, these evaluation tools suffer from critical issues such as reproducibility and generalizability
across multiple tasks and domains, including healthcare, finance, education, etc (Bhatt et al. [2021], Ito et al. [2023],
Mahamood [2023], Li et al. [2023]).Hence,having a comprehensive,consistent,contextual,efficient and effective design
of human evaluation is needed.

To address these challenges, we introduce HumanELY (Human Evaluation of LLM Yield), aiming to provide not only
guidance for human evaluation of LLMs but also a state-of-the-art tool to facilitate these evaluations. We offer an
exhaustive set of questions with clear definitions and details for each metric in the context of LLM evaluation. Through
these efforts, we aim to establish a better platform for human evaluation, enhancing reproducibility and generalizability
in the evaluation process.’

Review of existing evaluation metrics for LLMs

Assessing LLMs is a challenging task, as there is no one-size-fits-all evaluation method (Zhang et al. [2023], Chan et al.
[2023]). Researchers have utilized diverse approaches to evaluate these models, combining both quantitative and human
evaluation techniques. Numerous quantitative metrics are developed for specific tasks like Text Classification, Natural
Language Inference, Natural Language Generation, Text Summarization, Question Answering, Dialogue generation
and Machine Translation (Table 2). For example, BLEU scores (Papineni et al. [2002]) are valuable for evaluating
tasks like Machine Translation and Question Answering, measuring the similarity between generated and reference text.
Similarly, ROUGE scores Lin [2004] are used for text summarization by analyzing n-grams. Metrics like BLEURT
(Sellam et al. [2020]) have emerged, incorporating BERT-based representations to assess semantic similarity between
generated and reference text, allowing for a more nuanced evaluation.

Metrics used for assessing dialogue quality include Deep-AM-FM (Zhang et al. [2021]), FlowScore (Li et al. [2021]).
Deep-AM-FM measures dialog quality with Adequacy Metric (AM) and Fluency Metric (FM), utilizing BERT
embeddings and language model probabilities. FlowScore calculates the dialogue quality by modeling dynamic
information flow in dialogue history. For tasks like text classification, standard classification metrics like Accuracy, F1
score, Precision, Recall, and AUROC are typically used. However, since LLMs are capable of performing multiple
tasks, benchmarking models requires more than task-specific metrics. Benchmarks like SuperGLUE (Sarlin et al.
[2020]) have been used in models like GPT 3.0 (Brown et al. [2020a]) and BLOOM (Scao et al. [2022]) (Table 1) to
showcase model performance. SuperGLUE is a comprehensive evaluation benchmark for assessing natural language
understanding models, featuring a range of challenging language tasks to assess language models’ understanding and
reasoning capabilities. Its aggregated score offers a holistic measure of a model’s language understanding, making it
valuable for comparing LLMs.

1https://toloka.ai/blog/evaluating-llms/
2https://www.stateof.ai/
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The Falcon model evaluation strategy (Penedo et al. [2023]) is inspired by The BigScience Architecture & Scaling
Group (Scao et al. [2022]) and has employed the unified framework LM-Eval3 developed by EleutherAI. This framework
assesses the large language model across more than 200 tasks and supports models from Hugging Face Transformers4,
including MegaTron-DeepSpeed5 and GPT-NeoX6. Hence, LM-Eval provides users with multi-environment flexibility.

LLM Architecture Evaluation Metrics

PaLM (Chowdhery et al. [2023]) Decoder BLEURT, MQM

BLOOM (Workshop et al. [2022]) Decoder SuperGLUE, sacrebleu, ROUGE

GPT 3.0 (Brown et al. [2020b]) Decoder Accuracy, Bleu, SuperGLEU

Flan -T5 (Chung et al. [2022]) ‘Encoder-Decoder Accuracy, Normalised preferred metric

GPT 4 7 Decoder Accuracy, Likelihood Estimation

T0 (Sanh et al. [2021]) Encoder-Decoder Accuracy, rank classification

Llama2 (Touvron et al. [2023]) Decoder ROUGE, Self-BLEU, Gwet’s ½, TruthfulQA,

Falcon (Penedo et al. [2023]) Encoder-Decoder Zero-shot evaluation 8

MedPalm2 (Singhal et al. [2023]) Decoder Accuracy, Paiwise preference Analysis, Overlap Analysis

gatortron (Yang et al. [2022]) Decoder Precision, Recall, F1 score, Pearson Correlation, Exact Match

Table 1: Key LLMs with some of the key Evaluation metrics used in
their methods.

While these metrics offer valuable insights into model performance, they may not fully capture the complexities
of text, including issues like hallucinations, biases, and ethical concerns. Recognizing these complexities, human
evaluation is increasingly seen as a complementary solution. Recent models like Llama2 (Touvron et al. [2023]) and
MedPalm (Singhal et al. [2022]) combine human evaluation with quantitative assessment to present a more realistic
and comprehensive evaluation of model performance. Additionally, evaluation benchmarks such as ChatbotArena and
MT-Bench (Zheng et al. [2023]), proposed for evaluating LLMs and chatbots across multiple tasks, provide task-centric
assessments. Chatbot Arena allows users to interact with anonymous LLMs and vote based on their preferences.
Whereas, MT-Bench evaluates LLMs on multi-turn dialogues using a comprehensive set of questions tailored to assess
their capabilities in handling conversations. Furthermore, a recent evaluation methodology, LLMEval (Lin and Chen
[2023]), has introduced a unified approach to evaluation. This approach is based on the creation of a single prompt-based
evaluation method that utilizes a unified evaluation framework to encompass various aspects of conversation quality
within a single model query. Another noteworthy LLM evaluation metric, HELM, provides a comprehensive assessment
of LLMs by evaluating them across various aspects, including language understanding, generation, coherence, context
sensitivity, common-sense reasoning, and domain-specific knowledge (Liang et al. [2022]).

3https://github.com/EleutherAI/lm-evaluation-harness
4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/
5https://github.com/microsoft/Megatron-DeepSpeed/
6https://github.com/EleutherAI/gpt-neox
7https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.08774
8https://zenodo.org/records/7413426
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Considering the importance of human evaluation, the assessment by experts is still regarded as the gold standard.
Human evaluation is subject to variability and inconsistency due to different methods and criteria. This variability can
introduce bias in algorithm evaluation and make it challenging to compare different experiments, even though they all
fall under the umbrella of "human evaluation". Various general-purpose human evaluation methods have been proposed,
such as Microsoft Human Evaluation 9 and LongEval (Krishna et al. [2023]), in their research found that the fine-grained
annotations led to lower inter-annotator variance when compared with coarse-grained annotation. Additionally,they
also concluded that the partially annotating a summary can reduce annotator workload while maintaining accuracy.
They noted that these methods may have limited usefulness for evaluating long-form summaries. Therefore they
recommended using reference-free metrics as diagnostic tools for analyzing and understanding model behavior, rather
than relying solely on measures of how well models perform specific tasks.

Type of Metric Metric Explanation Strengths Weakness

Model-free metrics

Perplexity Perplexity measures the qual-
ity of the probability distribu-
tion of words in a given cor-
pus by a model. Mathemat-
ically, perplexity is the geo-
metric mean of the inverse
probabilities of all the words
predicted by language mod-
els. Lower perplexity repre-
sents the better performance
of the model.

Easy to compute Difficult to interpret

BLEU The BLEU score is used to
evaluate the model’s capa-
bilities for machine transla-
tion. The BLEU score is cal-
culated by comparing the n-
grams of the ground truth ma-
chine translation with those
of the model-generated ma-
chine translation. The BLEU
score ranges between 0 and 1,
and a higher score represents
better model performance.

Frequently used in machine
translation tasks.

Inability to un-
derstand semantic
similarity

ROUGE The ROUGE score is com-
monly used to evaluate sum-
marization tasks by calcu-
lating the overlapping n-
grams between the model-
generated summary and the
reference summary. The
ROUGE score measures the
recall of n-grams in the
model-generated summary
and ranges from 0 to 1,
where a higher score repre-
sents better performance.

Frequently used in summa-
rization tasks.

Inability to recognize
paraphrasing and con-
textual meaning

ACCURACY Accuracy is a simple mea-
sure of correctness, com-
monly used in classifying
word tokens. It is presented
as a percentage of correct
predictions.

Easy to understand Limited scope in NLP
tasks

9https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ai-services/language-service/summarization/custom/how-to/test-evaluate
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Model-based metrics

QuestEval QuestEval is a fact-oriented,
reference-less method to
evaluate the summarization
quality of language models.
QuestEval employs a diverse
set of questions to assess
the correctness and appro-
priateness of the generated
text.

Do not require the ground
truth or reference text

Can be biased

Med-HALT Med-HALT is specifically
designed for the medical do-
main and calculates the hal-
lucination generated by large
language models.

Useful for the medical do-
main, as the model is
domain-specific

Not a method but pro-
vides a new hallucina-
tion benchmark and
dataset

BERTSCORE BERTSCORE uses the con-
textual embeddings gener-
ated by the BERT model
at the token level for both
the model output and ref-
erence text and then cal-
culates the cosine similar-
ity between them. Based
on the cosine similarity,
BERTSCORE computes the
Recall, Precision, and F1
score.

Considers the contextual in-
formation through embed-
dings and can be used for any
downstream NLP task

Computationally ex-
pensive because it
uses embeddings

Table 2: Evaluation metric with their strengths and weaknesses.

1.1 Human Evaluation

Currently, human evaluation still remains the gold standard for the measuring performance of the LLM output,especially
in specific domains such as healthcare (Reddy [2023]). Human evaluation can however be variable and inconsistent
following different methods and different criteria (Ziems et al. [2023]). Even though many of these methods use
the term human evaluation as a homogeneous entity, comparisons between different experiments hard to evaluate
and can be biased. Krishna et al., described the numerous challenges with these varying human evaluation methods
while evaluating LLM outputs, including inherent subjectivity,inter-rater correlation, labor intensiveness and design
challenges. Interestingly, in their comprehensive survey of 162 relevant publications,they found 101 (62%) publications
did not perform any human evaluation.They proposed guidelines for human evaluation of faithfulness in long form
summarization(150 words or more) (Krishna et al. [2023]). Their key guidelines,termed LongEval, include:

• fine grained annotations have lower inter-annotator variance than COARSE-grained annotations.
• partially annotating a summary reduces annotator workload while maintaining accuracy.
• highlighting hints in the source document has limited usefulness for evaluating long-form summaries.

We use some of this guidance in development of our human evaluation tool, HumanELY, to address this and provide a
tool for application.

2 Proposed Method for consistent and comprehensive human evaluation of LLMs

Considering the importance of human evaluation, in this paper, we propose (Figure 1) a structured approach to
conducting human evaluation of LLM outputs. We provide a comprehensive list of survey-based questions and majorly
divide the human evaluation practice into the following aspects: assessing the relevance of LLM-generated text,
evaluating the coverage of LLM-generated text, assessing the coherence of LLM-generated text, considering potential
harm associated with LLM-generated text, and emphasizing the significance of comparing human-generated text with
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LLM-generated text. It is important to understand that different evaluation metrics may overlap; for example, inaccurate
answers can be both harmful and unsafe (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Proposed Method for Human Evaluation Through the HumanELY Portal. We have proposed five
major factors for conducting human evaluation: Relevance, Coverage, Coherence, Comparison, and Harm. We
have developed a set of survey-based questions to evaluate these five categories. Additionally, we are providing a
WebApp that allows for evaluation by simply uploading a file with reference text and human-generated text.

We provide the linguistic definition of the evaluation metrics based on oxford languages 10 and the interpretation of
these terms in the context of LLM evaluation.

2.1 Relevance

2.1.1 Linguistic definition

The quality or state of being closely connected or appropriate.

2.1.2 LLM evaluation context

Relevance can be defined as a contextualized composite of accuracy and reasoning which is helpful to the user. For the
LLM generated response to be relevant,it needs to be accurate in information it generates, have correct understanding,
and reasoning as compared to the context and the query. The response beyond accuracy and reasoning metrics, needs to
be helpful to the user. We have designed following questions to evaluate the relevance of LLM output.

• Is the LLM generated response accurate?

• Is the LLM generated response correct in comprehension?

• Does the LLM generated response have the reasoning mirroring the context?

• Is the LLM generated response helpful to the user?

2.2 Coverage

2.2.1 Linguistic definition

The extent to which something deals with or applies to something else.

10https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
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Figure 2: Overlap among factors in human evaluation. The Venn diagram illustrates the relationships between
different factors. For example, there is an overlap indicating that inaccurate answers can be both harmful and
unsafe.

2.2.2 LLM evaluation context

Coverage is defined by the holistic and completeness of the response. LLM generated response should address all the
key points,retrieve key knowledge elements without any significant missingness. We have designed following questions
to evaluate the coverage.

• Does the LLM generated response cover all the topics needed from the context?

• Does the LLM generated response cover all the key aspects of the response based on the context?

• Is the LLM generated response missing any significant parts of the desired response?

2.3 Coherence

2.3.1 Linguistic definition

The quality of being logical and consistent.the quality of forming a unified whole.

2.3.2 LLM evaluation context

Coherence is defined by grammatical and full form organization. The LLM generated response should have appropriate
fluency, grammar, and organization to be complete in itself. We have designed following questions to evaluate the
coherence.

• Is the LLM generated response fluent?

• Is the LLM generated response grammatically correct?

• Is the LLM generated response well organized?

7
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2.4 Harm

2.4.1 Linguistic definition

Physical injury, especially that which is deliberately inflicted. damage the health of. have an adverse effect on.

2.4.2 LLM evaluation context

Harm is defined by any hurtful component of the response. The LLM generated response should not have bias, toxic
language or interpretation, private data and hallucinations. We have designed following questions to evaluate harm.

• Does the LLM generated response have any amount of biasness?
• Does the LLM generated response have any amount of toxicity?
• Does the LLM generated response violate any privacy?
• Does the LLM generated response have any amount of hallucinations?

2.5 Comparison

2.5.1 Linguistic definition

A consideration or estimate of the similarities or dissimilarities between two things or people.

2.5.2 LLM evaluation context

Comparison compares responses by different entities or expectations. This metrics compares a LLM generated response
with a human response or another LLM response.

• Is the generated response distinguishable from human response?
• How does the generated response compare with the human response?
• How does the generated response compare to the other LLM responses?

3 Comparison with existing methods

We provide comparative examples (Table 3) of the current state of human evaluation from a few different publications
using large language models for summarization and question answering task against our proposed HumanELY method.
We specifically, evaluated some of the key publications related to different LLM methods and evaluations in healthcare.
There is a consensus that for use of LLM generated responses in healthcare, they need to be assessed with the most
qualified assessment metrics to provide high quality patient care and prevention of harm.

(Singhal et al. [2022]) used an evaluation methodology which is one of the most comprehensive one. Their evaluation
includes the use of two human user evaluation groups and a high number of diverse evaluation metrics. Amongst the
clinician evaluation metrics, their evaluation method included all the criteria for relevance and harm as proposed by
the HumanELY evaluation method. While they did assess for coverage using the key metrics, key points from the
context were not specifically addressed,although some of them might have been assessed when looking for missing
content. They also did not specifically check for grammar in their evaluation.Amongst the lay users, the evaluation
primarily looked for intent and helpfulness of the answer. They specifically did not address comparison of response
against human generated responses or evaluation by another LLM.

For evaluation of Gatotron, human evaluation performed by (Peng et al. [2023]), readability of the response which aligns
with coherence metrics in HumanELY including fluency,grammar and comprehension was assessed. By addressing
relevance and consistency they addressed the accuracy and reasoning sub measures of the relevance metric in HumanELY.
Consistency also probably addresses coverage of key points in the response evaluation. However, they did not assess
any of the harm metrics. Comparison was performed against human responses.

(Kung et al. [2023]), in their evaluation of LLM generated responses, did assess for accuracy and reasoning within the
relevance metric and retrieval of key instances of text amongst the coverage metric of HumanELY. They specifically did
not assess metrics for harm,coherence or make any comparison assessments.

(Tang et al. [2023]), addressed accuracy and comprehension submetics of relevance metric in their evaluation. They
also specifically addressed harmfulness, though it was specifically missing assessment of privacy data.With their

8
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comprehensiveness evaluation,they do address all the facets of coverage evaluating for sufficient information in the
response.Within coherence,they did assess for fluency and organization, but did not specifically address the grammar.
They also did not make any comparisons against human response or other LLM evaluation.

(Xiong et al. [2023]), primarily looked at helpfulness and honesty which address two of the key submetics of relevance
including accuracy and helpfulness. But specifically,they did not address comprehension and reasoning of the response.
While assessing for harmlessness, they assessed for various parameters of harm but it is unclear if privacy was addressed.
They do not make any specific assessments for coherence, though one could presume some components of coherence
could be included while assessing for helpfulness.All these parameters were assessed for human preference but did not
specifically compare LLM responses against human generated response.

Metrics Sub-Metrics Study1 (Singhal et al. [2022]) Study2 (Peng et al. [2023]) Study3 (Kung et al. [2023]) Study4 (Tang et al. [2023]) Study5 Xiong et al. [2023] Humanely

Relevance

Accuracy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Comprehension ✓ ✓ ✓

Reasoning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Helpfulness ✓ ✓ ✓

Coverage

Key points ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Retrieval ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Missingness ✓ ✓ ✓

Coherence

Fluency ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grammer ✓ ✓

Organization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Harm

Bias ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Toxicity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Privacy ✓ ✓ ✓

Hallucinations ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Comparison
Human ✓ ✓

LLM ✓

Table 3: Comparison of Human Evaluation Factors used in different studies.

4 Use of HumanELY tool

To begin the evaluation process (Figure 3), commence by uploading a comma-separated file containing two columns:
the first column labeled "Reference Text," which should contain the original text, and the second column labeled
"Generated Text," which should contain the summary generated by the Language Learning Model (LLM). After
uploading the data in the portal, users can see a table within the portal with 4 columns "Reference", "Generated",
"Status", and "Evaluate". The Status column shows the evaluation status for the corresponding row - whether it is
completed (shown by a green tick) or uncompleted (shown by a red clock symbol). The Evaluate column allows users
to select rows to evaluate the corresponding row.

Subsequently, choose a summary by clicking the corresponding icon in the "Evaluate" column. The text from the
selected row will be displayed in expanded form under "Reference Text (Selected)" and "Generated Text (Selected)."
Next, assess the generated text based on the parameters of "Relevance," "Coverage," "Coherence," , "Harm" and
"Comparison" using a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5. After completing the evaluation, click the "submit" button to
submit your assessment. The status of the selected row will change to "Done" upon successful submission. Additionally,
it is possible to modify the evaluation parameters by selecting the respective row from the "Evaluate" column. After
thoroughly evaluating each row (samples of reference text and generated text), users have the option to download their
raw evaluation scores in the form of CSV and Excel files.

The rationale behind providing the raw evaluation scores is to enable users to conduct additional analyses, such as score
aggregation from multiple evaluators and model evaluation, in their own unique manner. This flexibility allows users to
tailor their assessments to specific cases, fostering a more personalized and insightful understanding of the generated
content.
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Figure 3: Step by Step guide to use HumanELY tool.
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5 Data privacy Statement

We do not collect any data which users upload in the HumanELY portal. However, in pursuit of enhancing our tools and
conducting future research, we store the user feedback (as indicated by choosing the options in Figure 3) and evaluation
scores related to Human Evaluation on our servers.

6 Limitations

Generative AI is not new and the assessment of generated responses has now been done for a significant period of time
but have lacked consistent definitions and comprehensiveness. Our method is derived out of these prior related work.
As the field of generative AI evolves, new evaluation methods are likely to be proposed and adopted. Although,our
approach provides for consistent and comprehensive human assessment of the LLM generated response, we do plan on
adopting new assessments and changing HumanELY metrics as they evolve. Our interpretation of human evaluation
methods of various recent publications may lack direct and quantifiable correlation with the HumanELY metrics.
However, we believe we have made the best possible assessment based on their application context.

Not all HumanELY evaluation metrics are needed for assessment of each LLM response. However, we do recommend
an appropriate consideration or exemption of using these metrics for human evaluation of LLM responses on a case by
case basis.

We also do not address the important question of “who” should assess the LLM generated response while performing
human evaluation. Clearly, this is an important question and needs to be addressed based on the purpose of the LLM
generated response and the defined consumer response. As assessed in MedPalm, it might be appropriate to assess
different metrics from different perspectives of more than one consumer,physician and lay person, in their instance.
Lastly, it is important to use the quantified automated metrics along with our proposed metrics to supplement LLM
evaluations.

7 Conclusion

With the exponential increase in research,development and adoption of LLMs,there is a critical need to have a highly
reliable human evaluation methodology, to ensure delivery of accurate and safe output. Human evaluation of LLM
output needs a comprehensive, standardized, quantifiable and comparable standard for measurement. Our goal in
development of HumanELY is to provide researchers, developers, and policymakers with a tool that can assist with
human evaluation of LLM outputs following these standards.
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